
The SwiftTec Club Membership System is 
a comprehensive, easy to use membership 
software solution, designed to meet the 
requirements of any club that needs to 
maintain a membership database and track 
member activity.
It is easy to setup and operate and has a comprehensive set of 
features which can be used to meet the needs of clubs of all sizes, 
from small clubs using a single PC, through to larger clubs with several 
entrances, networked PCs and up to 10,000 members.

Business Benefits at a Glance
The SwiftTec Club Membership System is a proven solution in many 
types of clubs and it has enabled them to benefit from:

Improved operational efficiencies•	
Increased member retention and acquisition•	
Reduced ongoing costs•	

Key Features and Benefits

Easy to Set-Up and Use
The SwiftTec Club Membership System has its own easy to use 
administration module that allows all of the major functionality of 
the membership system to be configured easily, to define member 
categories and enable the relevant features. 

With its intuitive easy-to-use, password protected interface, users can 
learn to navigate the system straight away. The system works with 
generated or pre-assigned membership IDs and cards.

Customisable Member Database
The member database accommodates detailed profiles of members, 
from full contact and emergency contact details through to specific 
membership types and other user definable attributes. Additional free 
form information can be added relating to the member and a photo can 
be attached to each member’s profile. 

The main tasks of maintaining the membership database such as adding, 
editing and deleting records are easy to follow. Individual members can 
be grouped together with shared common information if required, for 
example to support family or corporate memberships. l
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Comprehensive Features List as Standard

The optional features and modules are supplied with the SwiftTec Club 
Membership System at no extra cost and can enabled or disabled to 
match the operating mode of the club.

Additional features include:
A •	 Card Designer Module - to create customisable membership cards 
with photo and barcodes. 

A •	 Visit Logger Module - either in conjunction with a barcode scanner 
or simply by typing in a members ID, it provides a simple mechanism 
to log members in and out of the club. This allows for the tracking of 
members that are present on site at any given moment.  

A •	 Front Gate Module - a comprehensive designed solution to manage 
activities that would be needed at a club entry point or reception 
area, such as the handling of financial transactions with reporting, 
passes, operators, loyalty points’ collection /redemption and 
membership renewals.

Detailed Reporting
The system provides a comprehensive set of reports on membership, 
visits and other statistics.
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Contact SwiftTec

At SwiftTec, we recognise that software does not always meet 
100% of the needs of the customer and we can scope the 
development of a customised version of our software for a specific 
customer requirement. 

If you would like to discuss your specific requirements or would like 
to find out more, please contact us at sales@swifttec.com.
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Download an Evaluation Copy and Purchase

The SwiftTec Club Membership System is licensed using a per-
computer licence and discounts are available for multiple licence 
purchases.

You can download a copy of the latest version of the Club Membership 
system from our website at www.swifttec.com/downloads.

To run the program, email sales@swifttec.com to obtain a trial 
licence key for the SwiftTec Club Membership System.

Fully compatible with Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7
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